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Others were lying down with the rugs they wear
across their shoulders cape-wise in the day-time
thrown over them, like shrouds. In the Indian
night, houses under construction, flights of steps,
gardens, railway-stations, benches, are like so many
morgues. In long dark rows the sleepers are laid
out unmoving along the walls ; the casualties of a
battle not of their seeking. Did they really mean
to take a train, I asked myself, these draggled night-
birds dossing in the station ? How had they con-
trived to save the few annas needed for a ticket
out of their monthly earnings of two or three rupees ?
Did they know, themselves ? Meanwhile there
they lay—waiting. Patience, in India, is more than
a virtue, it is a necessity.
In one corner a camp-fire was burning. Half
a dozen Indians were crouching round a brazier,
and the glow brought out warm tones in the dark
bronze of their impassive faces. I passed bowed
men carrying long tin boxes, their traveUing-trunks,
upon their heads ; the women trailing after them,
their features swathed in coloured veils, carried
not only similar tin trunks but voluminous bundles
wrapped in gaudy fabrics, and sleepy urchins in
comically short shirts that revealed their little
brown behinds. The child straddled his mother's
hips, while she held him to her with an arm passed
round his back. Used as she is to carrying burdens
on her head, the Indian woman holds herself
splendidly erect, her shoulders thrown a little
back ; her anklets jingle at each step. When she
pauses to adjust a sari slipping off her hair, a strip
of naked belly—always a trifle bloated—shows be-
tween the pleated skirt and the band of coloured
cloth that tightly wraps her breast.
We picked our devious way among bundles,

